ABOUT ST HELENA ISLAND

A paragon of biodiversity and a rich heritage spanning 5 centuries: St Helena unlocked. Discover the Island’s essence through its natural and built attractions, and journey through time to a culture evolved from influences of Europe, Africa and Asia. Scratch the surface of Britain’s second oldest colony and sample some of the most thrilling adventures, heart-warming encounters and culinary marvels – all with breathtaking backdrops that resemble far flung Jurassic lands.

There is much to be explored in this idyllic isle of volcanic origins. Start your St Helena experience here.
5. St Pauls Cathedral - Green Flag Accredited (Difficulty rating 5/10) Time required 35 mins. (St Pauls Cathedral is a Perspective view of the church and the cemetery on the grounds. Family Friendly) Pirs (Path surface smooth) Boat & ladders (return by same path) | Scenic, Historical | Terrain difficulty (technical) - easy (technical rating 1/10) | Path surface: smooth | Family friendly |

18. Lila’s/Wills House - Green Flag Accredited (Difficulty rating 3/10) Time required 45 mins. (Lila’s/Wills House was constructed in 1826 and is a first class residence. Family Friendly) Pirs (Path surface smooth) Boat & ladders | Scenic | Terrain difficulty (technical) - easy (technical rating 1/10) | Path surface: smooth | Family friendly |

24. Caorso's gate to Rosemary Plain - Green Flag Accredited (Difficulty rating 3/10) Time required 1 hour. (Caorso's gate to Rosemary Plain is a picturesque route along the coast with beautiful views of the sea. Family Friendly) Pirs (Path surface smooth) Boat & ladders | Scenic | Terrain difficulty (technical) - easy (technical rating 1/10) | Path surface: smooth | Family friendly |

26. Longwood Boundary - Green Flag Accredited (Difficulty rating 3/10) Time required 1 hour. (Longwood Boundary is a popular route for walkers and cyclists. Family Friendly) Pirs (Path surface smooth) Boat & ladders | Scenic | Terrain difficulty (technical) - easy (technical rating 1/10) | Path surface: smooth | Family friendly |

27. Peak 66 to Francis Point - Green Flag Accredited (Difficulty rating 10) Time required 1 hour. (Peak 66 to Francis Point is a challenging route that offers breathtaking views of the sea. Family Friendly) Pirs (Path surface smooth) Boat & ladders | Scenic | Terrain difficulty (technical) - easy (technical rating 1/10) | Path surface: smooth | Family friendly |

29. Plantations forest - Green Flag Accredited (Difficulty rating 10) Time required 1 hour. (Plantations forest is a route that offers a chance to explore the natural beauty of the island. Family Friendly) Pirs (Path surface smooth) Boat & ladders | Scenic | Terrain difficulty (technical) - easy (technical rating 1/10) | Path surface: smooth | Family friendly |

31. Savannah's Battery - Green Flag Accredited (Difficulty rating 5/10) Time required 1 hour. (Savannah's Battery is a route that offers a chance to explore the natural beauty of the island. Family Friendly) Pirs (Path surface smooth) Boat & ladders | Scenic | Terrain difficulty (technical) - easy (technical rating 1/10) | Path surface: smooth | Family friendly |